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IPP Presentations showcase a
year's worth of dedication.

Second year creative communications students presented their
Independent Professional Project
Presentations at the Planetarium
Auditorium April 6-8.
After pitching their ideas to a
panel made up of instructors in
April, 2004, students began work
on a project that would take them
the better part of a year. The
IPPP's act as an opportunity for
students to display the work that
has taken up so much of their
time,
Students presented in front of a
crowd of family, friends, industry
professionals, and first year stu-

dents hoping to get a glimpse of
what they can look forward to in
the coming year.
Highlights from the three day
event included top notch video
projects including Jean-Marc
Prevost's video Gentle Hands
which received a standing ovation; creative projects including
Six Steps to Spice up Your Life,
a screenplay by Alexis Jones;
and events including Shauna
Forrester's Endearing Records
night at Juno Fest.
Students design ad campaign
for KICK FM

Three Red River College
students have conceived and
designed parts of an upcoming
ad campaign that will run across

the city for 92.9 KICK FM.
Creative communications student Jani Sorensen came up with
the concept for the upcoming
promotion which begins running
April 25, while the images were
designed by graphic design students Blair Helgason and Raelene
Hanna.
The campaign slogan is "92.9
KICK FM- The New Sound of the
New Downtown" and focuses on
the rejuvenation of downtown
Winnipeg with the new sound that
KICK FM is offering Winnipeg.
Upcoming billboard ads feature
musical instruments strategically
placed in scenes featuring noticeable Winnipeg landmarks like the
Esplanade Riel.

Aviation program takes off
with FedEx donation
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Here is your chance
writers!

The next story meeting for
the Projector is Tuesday,
April, 19th 2005.
Come on down to the
newsroom (W102) and
give us some fresh, new
ideas while you still can!

spiring aircraft maintenance technicians at Red
River College have hit the
mother load when it comes to
hands-on experience, and it's all
thanks to FedEx.
FedEx Express recently donated
a Boeing 727-100 freighter to
the Stevenson Aviation and
Aerospace Training Centre at the
college, where it will act as a training aid in such subjects as Ground
Handling, Assembly and Rigging,
and Turbine Engines. The jet,
aircraft B27-100F C-FBWG, which
transported packages for FedEx
for 23 years, arrived in March and
was taken to Stevenson Aviation's
new facility at the Winnipeg
International Airport.
According to Kevin Rosen,
communications coordinator of
the marketing and public relations department at the college,
this is the first such donation to
take place in Canada, and it has

A

been well received.
"The students and instructors
are very pleased by the donation
and excited to begin working on
it, " said Rosen.
Jeff Zabudsky, President of
the college, expressed gratitude in a recent press release.
"We are very grateful to FedEx
Express for generously donating
this classroom with wings to our
training facility. It will be a tremendous asset to our programs
and will help us continue producing highly skilled employees who
are ready to meet the challenges
and demands of the growing aviation and aerospace field."
Stevenson Aviation's Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer
Apprenticeship style program
is the only one of its kind in the
country. The maintenance training is up to Transport Category
standards for aircraft, including
the 727 category, making the jet
donated by FedEx invaluable.

The donation itself is unique for
the company, as Kevin Ackroyd,
manager of FedEx's International
Feeder Aircraft Operations, said
in the press release.
"FedEx is committed to the
communities we serve and in
which our employees live and
work. The donation of the 727
is the first for FedEx within
Canada, creating an opportunity
for students to take advantage of
real-world experience in aviation
mechanics."
Stevenson Aviation merged
with Red River College in April
of 2002 to form the Stevenson
Aviation & Aerospace Training
Centre. This merger includes
Stevenson's Southport campus
and the combination of the
two institutions has created the
means to provide higher-quality
training to students in order to
prepare them for the industry.

Letters to
the Editor
Got something to say? We want to here from you.
Email your letter to editor@theprojector.ca
Bad Thursdays not so bad after all, Issue
04/04/05

I would just like to say that I was appauled at the
article written by Mr. Adair on April 4. The article
was well written on an interesting and exciting
topic. However, I was shocked when I read his
inappropriate conclusion.

A journalist should not be expressing religious views
or content in such a manner. The comments were
irrelevant and that story suffered because of them.
Thanks for your time.
Nathan, RRC student
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RRC endowment fund stirs conflict
Sponsor considers pulling the plug on award
BY HEIDI DYKE

he prestigious Eric and
Jack Wells Award for excellence in journalism may
not be available to Red River
College students next year due to
conflict between the foundation
and the college's development
department.
For approximately 13 years,
the Eric and Jack Wells foundation has been giving out awards
of scholarships and bursaries to
deserving journalism students,
many of which are received by
RRC students.
Through
the
Manitoba
Scholarship
and
Bursary
Initiative (MSBI), the government of Manitoba matches the
exact amount of money that is
donated as scholarships or bursaries, doubling what the student
receives. Eighteen months ago,
the RRC development department decided that all money
given from the government
would be placed in an endow-

T

ment fund, which was created
in where our money goes is disin 1999. Prior to this, donors had heartening," Cochrane says.
a choice of whether the governHoward Koks, director of
ment half would go to the studevelopment for RRC, says the
dent, or to the endowment fund.
endowment fund is best for both
John Cochrane, a member on
students and donors.
the Eric and Jack Wells founda"Since the endowment fund
tion board says they
were shocked when they
found out that the college would be keeping
...to be told we have no
the government money
say in where our money
in an endowment fund,
rather than giving it all
goes is disheartening.
to the student.
"We were quite taken
aback. Now in order for
- JOHN COCHRAN E
the students to get the
amount of money we
was created in 1999, it has grown
were hoping they would receive,
from one million to seven milwe would have to double what
lion. From the interest alone, we
we give," says Cochrane. "We
are able to give out more money
didn't feel it was right for them to
to more students. The MSBI
do that and now it's too late to do
might not be around forever, so
anything about it."
by creating this fund, and keep"We feel we've done a lot for
ing the government half, we are
the journalism students, and
able to secure money for the
then to be told we have no say

GG

Norrie, Graham Dickinson, and
former Lieutenant Governor of
Manitoba Peter Luba, were all
very unhappy with the change.
These are all very prominent
people in the community, and
I'm not sure if Koks has taken
that into consideration," says
Ditz.
"This money was all set up for
scholarships for students. Our
mandate is that the money is to
be given to journalism students
of our choice. God knows where
the other half goes now."
Since their disagreement with
the development department
has not been addressed to their
liking, Ditz says that after this
year's Creative Communications
Media Awards, their board of
directors will meet to reevaluate
their direction, and see if RRC
will even remain on their donation list next year. That is unless
changes are made in the current
policy.

Annual Liberal
meeting full of
hope

The
votes
are in

BY BROOK JONES

D

BY MELWIE DAVIDSON

fter weeks of lively campaigning including postrs covering student's
lockers and samples of baked
goods, the winner of the
race for vice-president of the
Princess St. Campus is.... Matt
DiUbaldo.
On April 13 and 14, Red River
students staggered to cast their
vote. This year's election for
the Students' Association had
all positions decided on before
the day of elections even came
about, except for vice-president of Princess St. Campus.
The additional SA executive
consists of Rex Masesar as
president, Adam Rogocki as
vice-president academic and
Helena Herrera as vice-president student services.
DiUbaldo, a first year creative
communications student beat
out business administration
student Matthew Britton. The
election race between the two

future."
Koks also says, "Donors like
to see that we are taking care of
the money they give us, as their
money is working long term, not
just short term. This creation is
what I'm most proud of."
Koks says that only two or
three donors have expressed
concern since the policy
change, but says that after
meeting with the donors, and
explaining why the college was
doing this, they all understood
and were pleased.
He also says the change was
made by talking to people
from all the programs at RRC
and student services, to see
what they thought of the idea.
But Lionel Ditz, president of the
Eric and Jack Wells foundation,
doesn't agree.
"We (the foundation) sent
a letter to Howard expressing our displeasure. Several of
our board members, such as
former mayor of Winnipeg Bill
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Masesar, Herrera, Rogocki, and DiUbaldo
Matts lead to a new type excitement in the halls of the downtown campus, and DiUbaldo
expresses the rewards of having
candidates run for an elected
position.
"In a way I found the experi
ence very humbling," DiUbaldo
explains. "When I announced
I was running, I was overwhelmed with support from
my classmates and fellow students."
DiUbaldo plans on majoring in public relations in the
fall and has his priorities set
between his responsibilities to
his school work and his responsibilities to the students of Red

Thanks
4
Voting!

PHOTO I GRANT BURR

River College.
"I have found creative communications and Red River to
be such a rewarding experience
that I wanted to give back to it.
Although my course is really
demanding, I am willing to give
back," DiUbaldo says.
Although DiUbaldo is looking
forward to the summer months
and the rest period from assignments and exams, he is eager to
begin with his vice-presidential
duties.
"There will be a brief transition period, but as soon as it's
over, I plan on talking to as
many as people as possible and
listening to their concerns."

r. John Gerrard shared
ideas, policies and
future plans at this
year's 2005 Annual General
Meeting (AGM) held April 8
to10. The Viscount Gort Hotel
was the scene of this year's
gathering of Liberals, supporters and guest speakers.
"There was a lot of energy
and enthusiasm at this year's
AGM. People left focused on
what needs to be done provincially," said Gerrard.
An internationally recognized researcher and physician, Gerrard has come a
long way from the golden
wheat fields of Saskatchewan
where he grew up. According
to Gerrard's parents, the boy
from Saskatoon was driven to
enter politics and in 1993 was
elected to Parliament Hill as
a member for the federal riding of Portage - Interlake. In
1997, Gerrard was defeated at
the polls in the federal election but went on to win the
Manitoba Liberal Leadership
race in 1998. In 1999 Gerrard
won a seat in the House of
the Manitoba Legislature representing the constituency of
River Heights.
The theme for this year's
AGM was "Liberals - Naturally"
which, according to their
motto, reflected the natural
balance between sustainable
development and environmental protection; the balance between reducing today's
expenses and investing for the
future; the balance between
economies in health costs

and constant improvement
in health care; the balance
between employment training
and lifelong education.
The AGM got underway on
the evening of April 8 with
greetings from deputy mayor
Mike Pagtakhan. The evening's
pre-reception event was
hosted by the Wolseley Liberal
Constituency Association who
also won the award for most
improved constituency for the
Liberal Party in Manitoba.
The Manitoba Liberal
Women's Association breakfast featured David Northcott
as guest speaker. Northcott,
as one of the original founders of Winnipeg Harvest Inc.
and as a past founder of the
Canadian Association of Food
Banks, has raised the level of
consciousness of poverty not
only in Manitoba but also in
Canada. Northcott seized this
opportunity to speak at the
Liberal's AGM to continue
spreading the word on poverty
in Manitoba.
The session entitled "Two
Tales of One City" highlighted
a speech by the city councilor
for River Heights - Fort Garry,
Donald Benham. Benham
wants to see responsible governments and that they are
held accountable and take
responsibility for their action.
According to Benham, Gerrard
has a plan and policy for the
city of Winnipeg.
"I was delighted to attend
the Liberal's AGM and it was
nice to hear what people
would like to see the province
do."

Red River College

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Feel Free to
contact us at:
Ryan Mariani

President
(204) 632-2474

Shama Grant

Bring gear Ideas to the table!
The Students' Association will set up a "recommendations" table in order to collect your
ideas for next years executive. Please bring your comments & ideas concerning student life
to the tables set up outside the Students' Association offices on the following days:
Wednesday April 20, 05 @ Princess Street Campus 11:00am to 1:00pm
Thursday April 21, 05 @ the Notre Dame Campus 11:00am to 1:00pm

VP Student

Affairs
(204) 632-2477

This is a great opportunity to get answers to your questions and have your voice heard.
See you there!
Craig Loewen

V- V V- V' V V- V V- V V- V- V V V ' VVVVVV . V V V- V V- V- VVVV

VP Princess
(204) 949-8466

ImportaNINFDHMATIONllfl
Regarding Your
Student Benefits Health & Dental Plan

Becky
Turner

VP Finance
(204) 632-2480
Notre Dame Campus
DM2o - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R2H
(204) 632 -2375
Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 11(9
(204) 949 - 8466

Changes to your Health and Dental Plan
Starting September 1, 2004, your Insurance Company for health and dental benefits will be Great West Life
Policy # 330827. Please visit the Student Benefits Plan Office RM FM 66 Notre Dame Campus or P 110 Princess Campus Students' Association Office (reduced hours) for further details on how to obtain your New SA
CARE Card or visit the website at insuwallivafica/stodentnetworts
-

New students to the health and dental plan, please visit the Student Benefits Plan Office to obtain your SA
Care Card. Students are required to apply to the Manitoba Pharmacare program. Manitoba Pharmacare applications are on hand at both office locations.

DEADLINES: 30 calendar days from the start date of program. No exceptions will
be made.
•

OPT OUT: Waiver form and documentation of exiting coverage must be submitted to the Student
Benefits Plan Office.

•

Rescind Waivers: Students, who have submitted waiver forms in past years and would like to rejoin
the plan, a rescind waiver form must be submitted to the Student Benefits Plan Office.

•

Family Add On: Students may purchase Family coverage for spouse/dependants. Family Add On
form and payment must be submitted to the Student Benefits Plan Office.

UP & Corrine

Events

Please visit the Student Benefits Plan office to obtain forms and coverage information RM FM 66 Notre Dame Campus (204)
632-2503 or Room P-110 Princess Campus Students' Association Office (204)949-8475(reduced hours). Students can
download forms and coverage information at www.gallivan.ca/studentnetworks

Check the White
Boards out, and
Your Student Hand
Books for the up
and coming events

Safe Walk
Be Smart!! Call Us!!

Princess Street
Contact Campus
Security at 949-8305

Or just stop by

Notre Dame
Safe Walk Phones or
call 632-2323

To find more out about the
SA events. Join the SA
Events Email List. Email
saevents@rrc.mb.ca with
"add me to the list" in the
subject line.

Proud Members of
C4 4.,

CHE( 'N OUT THE

sT I I )EN'I'S'
ASSOCIATION
WEB SITE
WWW.IMCSA.CONI
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Pedaling is
good for
the heart
BY JARRETT STOREY

his June, Red River College
students will get on board
to help the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Manitoba
raise money and awareness - on
board a Big Bike, that is.
The Big Bike for Stroke is an
annual event put on by the Heart
and Stroke Foundation to help
combat heart disease and stroke
- the leading causes of death
among Canadians.
RRC's team, composed of 30
staff and students, is set to ride
the Big Bike on June 21, at 7:00
p.m for a 3 km jaunt around the
Polo Park area. The ride usually
lasts about 20 minutes. After the
ride, participants will be invited
to kick back and enjoy such
festivities as complimentary

T

appetizers on the patio of Earl's
restaurant.
If free food and charity aren't
enough to get you motivated,
the Heart and Stroke Foundation
has sweetened the deal; teams
will be entered into a draw for a
variety of great prizes, depending on the amount of money
they collectively raise. Teams
raising $3000 or more will be
eligible to win the Grand Prize
of 29 individual mountain bikes.
Riders are required to raise a
minimum of $50 in pledges.
"The Heart and Stroke
Foundation of Manitoba has a
goal of $55,000 for this year's
Big Bike Ride in Winnipeg," says
Suzanne Pothe, program manager for the Heart and Stroke
Foundation of Manitoba. "To
achieve this goal requires par-

The Big Bike for Stroke
ticipants of to come together to
support the fight heart disease
and stroke."
'As a participant, you will
show Red River College's true
team spirit in the community."
This year, collecting pledges
should be easier than in previous years. Through the
Heart and Stroke website,
heartandstroke.mb.ca, dona-

Women's Charter
marches into the city
global event, which had its first march in
2000, is taking place again because federhe Women's Global Charter for al governments have paid little attention
Humanity is making
to the demands of the Charter.
in Winnipeg on May 3
a quick
duringstop
the
"It's another push to get these demands
Canadian leg of its tour.
met since they haven't been met in the
The Charter began its world march
five years," says Rybachuk. "Ideally, the
in San Paulo Brazil on International
demands will be met and we won't have
Women's Day,
to march again."
March 8, 2005.
There are 13
Physically
It's another push to get
demands to the
passed from
Canadian fedcountry
to
these demands met
eral government,
country
by
and they evolve
since they haven't been
women, the
around issues
Charter will end
met in the five years.
such as health
up in Burkina
care, child care,
Faso, Africa on
- ROBYN RYBACHUK
affordable housOctober 17th,
ing, poverty elimi1 2005 with a
nation, and vioworld-wide vigil for the equal treatment
lence prevention.
of women.
While in Winnipeg, the tour focuses
The Charter will arrive in Winnipeg on
particularly on child care, and Rybachuk
the morning of May 3, carried by a YWCA
wants female (and male) Red River sturepresentative from Toronto. It will be
dents to show their support at the rally.
taken to the YMCA-YWCA downtown, and
"A lot students use the child care facilat 11:30 a m Manitobans are encouraged
ity at Red River," says Rybachuck, adding
to join the march to the Legislature. A
that such ideal child care allows a lot of
rally of speakers and entei ,taivrs will last
single parents the chance to a post-secuntil 1 p.m., and an early evening recepondary education.
tion will take place before the Charter
Founded in 2000, the Charter is based
leaves for Ottawa at night.
on five key values: equality, freedom,
Red River College student Robyn
solidarity, justice and peace. It provides a
Rybachuk, a member of the Winnipeg
feminist vision of a world where the rights
planning group for the march, says the
of all are treated evenly.
BY JILLIAN BROWN
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PHOTO I JARRETT STOREY

tions and pledges may be collected online. This way sponsors will receive their official
tax receipt via email, and it
will be much more convenient
for riders who find face-toface campaigning awkward.
Staff and students interested in
joining the team and ensuring
vital heart and stroke research
continues in Manitoba, can

visit the recreation
services (GM20) room at the
Notre Dame campus, or visit
the Student's Association office
(P110) at the Princess St. Campus
for sign-up sheets and pledge
forms. Students can also email
michaelwhalen@rrc.mb.ca, or
jarrett.storey@gmail.com for
additional information.

Junos increase
downtown profits?
cent above normal.
Morton said he saw a lot of new faces
he Junos delighted music fans milling around his music store on the
and celebrity watchers, but weekend, mixing with the regulars.
many downtown businesses
"It brings up our profile in the comweren't as happy with the economic
munity, brings people here and gets
results as music lovers were with the
people involved."
performances.
Events took place all over the city
Jay Khanuja, owner of the King's
throughout
the three days, in clubs,
Head Pub in the Exchange District, was
convention
halls,
and even a hockey
happy Winnipeg hosted the Junos and
rink,
but
the
main
event
was on Sunday
with how the event turned out for the
night
at
the
MTS
Centre.
Businesses
city, but he was disappointed with his
near
the
club's bottomawards
site
line.
faced
other
"The ecoIt brings u p our prologistical
probnomic benefit
file in the c ommunity,
lems.
for us wasn't
Moxie's
to the expecbrings peop le here and
restaurant
tation as to
opened for
what
the
gets peopl e involved.
business
in the
crowds were,"
MTS
Centre
said Khanuja.
- JAY KHANUJA
only six days
'Although the
prior
to the
crowds were
hosting
of
the
Junos,
giving
the
new
good, they weren't spending a lot of
restaurant
an
opportunity
for
a
strong
money."
Khanuja said, his economic expecta- opening week in sales.
Kevin Morin, executive general mantions for Juno weekend were about 10
ager
of Moxie's, said the Junos gave his
to 15 per cent above normal weekends,
restaurant
advertising most businesses
but in actuality were only about 2 to 5
don't
normally
get, even though the red
per cent higher.
carpet
setup
did
make it difficult for
Not all businesses in the Exchange
people
to
enter
his
restaurant.
District were unhappy with the eco"It
would
have
been tough to get
nomic results from the music weekbetter
advertising
than
to have 15, 000
end. Andy Morton, assistant manager
people
walk
by
your
door."
at Into the Music, said they sold a bit of
BY SHERI LAMB
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everything to increase sales 20 to 25 per

got a news tip?
news@theprojectorca
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Alert: vote for your student executive
VP's reputation questioned after EBay prank
BY ADAM FIGGIO
ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. (CUP)--Craig

Green is one of the Memorial
University of Newfoundland student union's newly elected vicepresidents, and until recently,
his EBay account was an auction
hawking space on his book-bag
for advertising.
The auction opened Mar. 30,
and a post titled Great Space for a
Cheap Price! read: "I am the new
MUNSU vice-president external
of media relations and government communications. This is a
great chance to gain exposure for
your business or company logo!"
The page featured a picture of
Green holding his book-bag with
a sign reading Your Ad Here. He
was also giving a thumbs-up.
The
post
continued
with an appeal, "Come on

goldenpalace.com"
referring
to the world's largest Internetbased gambling website, known
to have advertised on people's
clothing in the past. This contradicts the Memorial University of
Newfoundland Students' Union's
policy on discouraging student
gambling.
It was not long before students
noticed the post and informed
the outgoing student union
executive. Green was quickly
told to close the auction before
any bids were placed.
Outgoing external vice-president Luke Gaulton criticized his
successor's auction.
"Trying to benefit financially
from an elected position in the
student union is not right," he
said.
Gaulton would not comment
directly on the reference to the

online gambling site, saying the
wording was open to interpretation.
"When I first read it over, I
wasn't sure why that was there,"
he said. "But some people have
read it as interpreting it as he
wanted them to be the ones to
advertise there."
Green declined to be interviewed, saying his legal advisor
told him it would be better to
issue a written statement.
"The EBay situation was part
of a birthday prank which all
started around my kitchen table
at a party Wednesday night.
Some 'funny' ideas were being
expressed amongst friends on
ways to lower student debt.
During this time several pictures
were taken, one appeared in a
listing on EBay under my user
ID," Green said in an e-mail to

the campus newspaper.
"Because of the EBay user
seller agreement, I accept full
responsibly for the listing. Fellow
students, word of advice, never
use your girlfriend's name as a
password. I sincerely apologize
to my fellow students, future
council and to the present union
for this ridiculous ordeal. At the
time of this event, I was unaware
of the bylaws for the conflict of
interest section, which, I thank
Les (MacFadden, outgoing president) for explaining to me."
Student Bill Kennedy disapproves of the auction.
"I think it's fairly senseless that
a MUNSU executive would be
engaging in this kind of activity,"
Kennedy said.
"I think there's enough advertising around anyway. Soon you'll
have students going around with

advertisements on everybody's
book-bag, and that would be a
little insane."
Janet Hawco, another student,
called it "disgusting."
Despite the quick closure of
the auction, there have been
rumours Green could face censure over the incident.
"There isn't really any sort of
concrete complaint," Gaulton
said. "But people have been
complaining, saying he should
resign or should be censured.
But that's really up to next year's
council."

rat
4 POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE

Join Kurdish Poet Choman Nardi
for a night of poetry,

MAY 7/2005
7:00 pm
Multi-Purpose Room
featuring Hardi's recent work,
The voice of Red River College
Immigrant Writers,
The first English translation of
Winnipegger Desmond Ali's poetry.
Choman Hardi's experiences as a refugee and the trauma
of the Kurdish people to whom she belongs have become
the basis of her writing. Choman was born in southern
Kurdistan, now part of Iraq, but her family was forced to
flee to Iran when she was still a small child. Her family
returned to Iraq when Choman was five only to be forced
to flee once more in 1988 when chemical weapons were
used against the Kurds.
Tickets are $10.00 with proceeds going toward
the Diversity & Immigrant Student Support
Refugee Scholarship.
To order a ticket, or for more information,
please call 632-2404, or email lmphillips@rrc.mb.ca

For more info call: 632-2404

Diversity & Immigrant
Student Support

Diversity 5 Immigrant Student Support
D105 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
E-mail: lmphillips@rrc.mb.ca
www.rrc.mb.ca/cid

•
•
•
•

Are you energetic, high energy and love talking to people?
Looking for a job with flexible hours?
If so then call 296-1485 for the summer job of your dreams.
$8.00/hour + bonuses

RD K

885 -5280
After Hours

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT LTD.

TAXES DONE YET?
Notre Dame Campus Mon. through Friday

9:00 am 3:00 pin
-

Princess '.iltreet Campus Fridays

9:30 am - 2:30 pm

Basic student/stiff return
$30,00 taxes included.
You could win one of 2- $50,00 cash prizes by
filling out a comment card after we file your tax.
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Speak Out!
By Jillian Brown
The Projector finds more people
willing to answer impractical questions like...
"Chocolate or vanilla?"

Columnist
Kyle Bakx
en I went on the offense against the
SA president two issues ago, instead of
im sticking up for himself, his underlings were dispatched on his behalf. Like dwarfs
to Snow White, the SA student advisory board
and executive wrote a rebuttal in the last issue
defending their leader, Ryan Mariani.
It is painfully clear that the president was
responsible for why the kick-off week social was
cancelled. Everyone knows that social generally
sells out, but this year ticket sales were so pitiful
that the event was cancelled.
The advisory board claims their president
was not at fault and the students were to blame
because they simply "chose not to attend." Well
why do you think that happened? Even if Mariani
worked hard on the event, it was still a horrible
failure, a fact which cannot be glazed over.
From riches to rags, the reputation of that
social has been destroyed thanks to your president, who the advisory board praises as having
such great "visionary management and leadership skills." In this case, the visionary sure
guided his crew in the wrong direction.
But after reading the letter last issue, I do have
to apologize. The SA wrote, "It was disappointing
to see that a student of RRC, particularly a creative communications student did not perform
his due diligence in researching the facts for his
column."
The advisory board called me on my mistake. I
called the SA receptionist a secretary.
Please accept my apology for a mistake as
bad as saying 60 minutes instead of an hour. If
you were going to call me on bad research skills
and getting the facts wrong, I would hope the SA
would come up with something better than that.
After all, they're the ones who misinterpreted
what I wrote about SA program director Michael
Blatherwick.
First off, Michael Blatherwick is a good man;
a man I have interviewed before and have seen
working around the college. I wrote that the
president has lots of people around him to help
him, including Blatherwick. However, the SA
misread my column and wrote how inappropriate I was for insulting Blatherwick, which I did
not. Whoever wrote the letter, clearly lacks basic
reading and comprehension skills.
The SA and its visionary leader clearly are guilty
for the problems they have had this year. But
instead of actually having maturity and taking
responsibility, they write a letter shifting blame
to students for the problems. They respond with
a soft letter glazing over the real issues at hand
and totally miss the point of what that column
was about - encouraging students to vote and to
educate themselves about the candidates, while
also promoting students to run for available positions in an effort to hopefully have an improved
SA next year. The SA does not need a visionary
to lead them; they just need someone with common sense and a basic work ethic.
I encourage readers to write in with their opinions on articles and columns they read to either
me or to the editor. But when someone incorrectly insults me and my program based on my
research techniques, I take offence. It is no secret
that the SA has screwed up many times this year
and since Mariani gets paid so much, he should
be taking some responsibility, if not all of it.
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Jamie Brown
Power electrician program
"Chocolate is good. It's nice and
sweet.

Matthew Britton
Business administration laptop
"I'm a chocolate man. I've always had
chocolate milkshakes growing up.
Can you make vanilla cookies?"
Michelle Egan
Legal administrative assistant
"Vanilla because I'll die if I eat
chocolate. It's true. I'll have a
stroke."

Sean Donahue
Computer programmer analyst
"Vanilla. Vanilla has more of a
sharp taste to it. Chocolate has
more of a bland taste."
Sheena Stemler
Administration assistant
Princess SA office
"It really depends on what it is.
Vanilla cupcakes for sure. But you
can't go wrong with chocolate."
Janis Sevcik
College prep nursing
"I don't care for either. If I had to
choose I'd say chocolate because
there's more variety of chocolate than
there is vanilla."

Kick-Start Your Career
With A Job That Fits
Your Busy Schedule
Ipsos Direct, an international leader in market research & public opinion
polling, is currently hiring for the position of

Market Research Interviewer
Duties consist of conducting surveys from on a variety of issues ranging
from products & services to social & political issues.
We Offer:
*.Competitive wages (start at $8.50Ihr,)
*Performance-based wage increases (earn up to $12.501hr)
*Comprehensive benefits package
*Evening & weekend scheduling (start at 4 or 5pm)
*Opportunities for advancement
*A casual dress code and positive work environment
*No sales telemarketing

ENGLISH
TUTOR/TEACHER
ESL — Beginning to advanced,
proof reading, essays, projects, etc.
English Language Skills — grammar,
sentence structure, etc.
Reasonable rates.
Ph. Marilyn Cooper @ 487-1236

How to Qualify:
*You have a professional, motivated attitude
*Your typing speed is at least 25wpm
*You are able to commit to a continuous schedule which includes working
at least 3 shifts per week (includes one weekend shift)
*You have experience working with the public is a customer service or
public relations setting
Apply via fax, in person, or online:
Recruitment Coordinator
2nd Floor, 175 Carlton st.
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3H9
tel. 204.975.3370 1 fax. 204.949.9371
www.ipsos-na.comIcareers

CASH$$
Need Cash? Premiere Financial offers
30% off all loans for students and staff
of Red River College. Money
within the hour! Call 480-3333 today!
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Can't beat
the Masters
Woods'
performance
unforgettable
BY AVI SAFER
nce again, this year I was
reminded why Sunday
afternoon at the Masters
is quite simply the best day of
the year to be a sports fan. Not
the Stanley Cup finals, or the
Super Bowl, or the World Series,
or the Grey Cup can compare
to an event that is consistently
as dramatic as the Masters; and
no venue has seen more heroics than Augusta National Golf
Club.
Before you start sending angry
letters to the editor about how
I must be insane to elevate a
golf tournament to such a high
status, ask yourself how often
the other events produce heartpounding drama that will be
etched in our memories for generations. Then ask yourself when
the last time was that the Masters
didn't give you a reason to watch
on Sunday.
Even in 1997, when Tiger
Woods had his first green jacket
all but wrapped up by the back
nine on Saturday, you were sitting
there as you always do, watching
in awe as history unfolded in the
form of a 12 stroke victory that
brought the storied course to its
knees.
There are many things I enjoy
doing in June, and watching
hockey games isn't one of them.
Super Bowl Sunday often reaches
its climax during the fifth hour of
the pre-game show instead of
during the game. As this year
showed, the World Series is often
a letdown after a pair of thrilling league championship series'.
And the Grey Cup is frequently
played in weather conditions
that can make luck a bigger factor than skill. .
The Masters has no such
problems. The tournament is
synonymous with the arrival of
spring; a sign that golf season is
just around the corner, even in
the Great White North. A final
round at the Masters without
a riveting climax comes along
about as often as the Minnesota
Vikings winning a big game after
Christmas. Golf fans have to
wait eight long months from the
end of the PGA Championship
in August until the Masters for
their next taste of a major, and
are immune to suffering a letdown. And while there may be
weather delays, few golf courses
are able to recover as quickly
from Mother Nature's wrath as
Augusta National.
What sets the Masters apart
from golfs other three majors is

0

. . ..... . .

the course on which it is played.
The U.S. Open, British Open,
and PGA Championship all visit
different venues every year. At
Augusta, we all know every
nuance of the course.
At any other major, the
thought of making an eagle down
the stretch is laughable. The U.S.
Open goes so far as to change
some of the course's short par5s into mammoth par-4s just to
make sure no one is making any
eagles. At the Masters, we wait
with anticipation to see what
happens at Nos. 13 and 15, two
of the greatest holes in golf. We

have seen tournaments won at
these holes, and we have seen
tournaments lost. Players can
make anything from a three to
a seven.
This year, Woods holed an
incredible chip from behind
the green on No. 16, the very

same green where Jack Nicklaus
almost made a hole-in-one as he
captured his sixth victory at the
age of 46. Anyone who saw last
year's final round couldn't help
but notice that Woods' winning
putt on No. 18 in the playoff was
on a nearly identical line to the

putt that earned Phil Mickelson
his first major championship.
So give me the sappy music,
and Jim Nantz's gushing about
the azaleas and the dogwoods.
I don't mind. After all, it's the
Masters.

Free Meditation
Classes
Staying Centered - Would you like to be
productive and relaxed at the same time? More organized and less stressed?
More centered and less scattered? More balanced with your family, at work, or at
school? Learn to change the momentum of negative thinking and feeling in a
peaceful environment. These 2 free classes can help you get started on this path.
Instructor: Kevin Harmer
Kevin has studied yoga philosophy for 20 years in the Himalayas of India, written a
number of books and taught internationally for 30 years.

Princess St Campus:

Friday April 22 and 27
Room P314; 12:00pm — 12:50pm

Notre Dame Campus:

Wednesday April 19 and 25
Room E101; 12:00pm 12:50pm

Comments from a recent session Kevin conducted:
* This course has helped me to develop a new way of dealing with stress and how to relax.
* Excellent course, excellent instructor! Thank you for helping me to get centered!
* The instructor was very good at connecting meditation to our daily lives
* I found this course helped me to be more relaxed at work.
* I feel a sense of peace and contentment that I hope will help me achieve further goals.

Class size is limited to 20 people! Register Early!
TO REGISTER:

Contact Michael Whalen at 632-2397 or mwhalen(&,rrc.mb.ca
Maximum of 20 participants. Please wear comfortable clothing to the workshop.
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Remembering the Pope
Choosing another one
BY BRENTON DRIEDGER

s cardinals from around
the world converge on
Ath e Vatican to elect a new
leader for the church, they face
a daunting task - choosing a
leader who can fill the shoes of
Pope John Paul II.
The man who helped end the
Cold War, survived an assassination attempt, and brought
different faiths together during
his 26 years of service will be
dearly missed by more than a
billion Catholics around the
world.
The Pope represented different things for different people.
For Father Michael Koryluk,
priest and director of St. Mary's
Cathedral, Pope John Paul was
a leader whom others could
identify with.
"He was so accessible to people," said Father Koryluk. "He
was human, very human."
Father Koryluk was impressed
by the Pope's effort to bridge

the gap between church hierarchy and the people. John
Paul's works to reconcile with
Jews and Muslims and his three
trips to Canada were important
achievements as well.
"It was certainly important for the people here," said
Father Koryluk. "It made him
seem accessible to people of
different ages and cultures. He
was respectful of other people's
cultures and religions."
Pope John Paul was the first
pontiff to enter a mosque and
the first modern pope to enter
a synagogue. He issued apologies for the Inquisition and the
Crusades. He also prayed at the
Western Wall in Jerusalem while
on a trip to the Holy Land. His
unprecedented attempts to
sympathize with the Jews even
led one rabbi to call him "the
best Pope the Jews ever had."
Despite his attempts to reach
out to other groups, Pope John
Paul did not mince words when

it came to moral issues. Father
Patrick Morand, priest at St.
Vital Catholic Church, applauded his views on war, abortion,
and homosexuality.
"He called it as it is," said
Father Morand. "He was a great
man of faith."
As the cardinals begin the
arduous task of electing the
Pope's successor, much speculation surrounds the election
process. While the field of
candidates ranges from moderate to very conservative,
Father Morand insisted the
church's stance on issues like
gay marriage and abortion will
not change. He pointed to the
pope's suffering and death as an
example of the culture of life he
spoke about.
"No matter who the new pope
is, those things cannot change,"
he said. "We would cease to be
Catholic if we changed those
things."

Pope John Paul II

Pope John Paul II

Red River College Students' Association
make it yours

NOW HIRING
Karol Josef Wojtyla is born May 18, 1920 in Wadowice, Poland
By age 36, he receives two doctorates and becomes a professor of ethics
November 1, 1946: ordained as a priest

Two Positions
Events Coordinator - Notre Dame Campus
Events Coordinator - Princess St. Campus

1967: Becomes a cardinal at age 47
October 16, 1978: elected as first Slavic pope ever and first non-Italian pope in 455 years;
takes the name John Paul II
June 1979: Returns to Poland, a visit some say helped end the Cold War
May 1981: pontiff shot before general audience in St. Peter's Square; spends more than two
months recovering in Rome hospital
1984: pope visits Canada, the first pope ever to do so
January 1998: Fidel Castro trades his drab olive fatigues for a business suit to welcome the
pope to Cuba

Rate of Pay: $8.50 per hour
Hours per week: casual, approximately 15 hours per week
Application Deadline: Friday, May 13, 2005
Position Summary

Get paid to bring fun events to campus. As an employee of
the Red River College Students' Association (RRCSA), the
Events Coordinator will help plan, implement and evaluate
social, cultural, and educational programs to meet student
needs. This person will work on a part time basis and will be
expected to work at times with minimum supervision. Must be
a Red River College student within the 2005 / 2006 school
year.
To Apply:

January 2001: one of his doctors publicly acknowledges the pope is suffering from
Parkinson's disease
2002: pope visits Canada to attend World Youth Day in Toronto
2003: pope celebrates 25 years as leader of Roman Catholic church, the third-longest tenure
in history
April 2, 2004: Pope John Paul II dies at the age of 84

Drop by Room DM20 or P110 for a full job description.
Drop off resume with cover letter, by Friday, May 13, 2005 to:
Michael Blatherwick, Program Director
Room DM20, 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3M 0S4
or
Michael Blatherwick, Program Director
Room P110, 160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1K9
or
email: saevents@rrc.mb.ca

CRAM NIGHTS
Free Coffee & Donuts
next projector meeting
april 19 - 12:00 p.m.
room w 1 02 - princess street campus

Tuesday, April 19
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
P110 (Atrium)
Princess Street Campus
Wednesday, April 20
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Cave Lounge
Notre Dame Campus
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RRC grad delivers the news
Krista Erickson on her career at CBC
BY SHANNON MARTIN

efore becoming a CBC
news anchor and national
reporter Krista Erickson
started her career as a journalism
student at Red River College's
creative communications program.
The petite Erickson, who has
been hosting the evening news
on CBC Canada Now Manitoba
since last October, paused from
her hectic schedule to chat with
the Projector about her time at
the college, her career, and life
as of now
Sipping from a large styrofoam
Starbucks cup, she admits her
first love was for entertainment
reporting. Erickson, who herself
is a classically trained musician
and vocalist, remembers watching the provincial and national
elections coverage as a young
girl and toying with the idea of

B

becoming a television reporter.
gram, she admits laughing.
The National, Erickson
"I wasn't all that diligent. It works a demanding
"Even at a young age I was fascinated by television and broadwasn't until I went to Cre Comm
schedule. Hours for a
cast journalism... I didn't know that I had to buckle up and television anchor are
put my nose to the grind," said usually from 11 a.m. to 7
at the time that it was an area I'd
go into, but I had a sense
p.m., but she works
FILE PHOTO
CBC's Krista Erickson
that TV would be a neat
10 hours minimum
Even at a young age I
ing the Juno weekend. And she
field to work in," said
every day, she says.
Erickson.
Even when Erickson's not loves reading, spending time
was fascinated
with friends, and shopping.
It wasn't until she
at the television station,
"Shopping," she said, clasping
shadowed a reporter
she's
always
working
in
some
by television and
at CKY News as part of
way. Researching, following her hands together, "it's pretty
broadcast journalism.
much my favorite past time."
the creative communicurrent events, looking for
As for her future in journalcations program that
story ideas, and watching
- KRISTA ERICKSON
ism, Erickson said she's happy
Erickson knew her heart
the news—about four hours
was in news journalism.
worth a day—are all done on with both jobs as an anchor and
reporter.
her spare time.
"I became very intoxiErickson, smiling. "It positively
"There's much more I want to
cated with the news operation
"It's
a
very
consuming
job
that
instilled discipline in me to work
do.
And I'm not prepared to combecause it occurred to me that
can
infiltrate
your
personal
time.
and that's helped me in my
mit
to a career anchor or a career
I was seeing things most people
Even
at
a
party
and
talking
to
career."
reporter.
I have a long way to
wouldn't see (until later)."
people,
I'm
trying
to
dig
up
stoAnd discipline is a key compodevelop
in
either career but I'm
Her time at Red River College
ries,"
she
said.
nent of her job today.
fond
of
both."
helped ready her for a full-time
But
she
makes
time
for
fun
As an anchor for Canada Now
career. She wasn't a dedicated
and friends. Erickson attended
Manitoba and a reporter for
student before starting the proall four record label parties durCBC's national news program,

44

For advertising information, contact
Guy Lussier at:
204.632.2070

Convocation Ceremonies - June 2005
Wednesday, June 22, 2005 — 1:30 p.m. - Business and Applied Arts
Wednesday, June 22, 2005 — 7:30 p.m. - Aboriginal Education, Teacher Education,
Applied Sciences, Student Services
Thursday, June 23, 2005 — 7:30 p.m. - Transportation, Aviation and Manufacturing,
Industrial Technologies, Continuing
Education, Distance Education, Regional
Campuses

Convocation attire must be worn if attending the ceremony.
If you have not received your Convocation information package in the
mail, including your gown order form by May 13th, contact one of the
Student Service Centres - Notre Dame Campus, D101
or Princess Street Campus, P104 or call 632-2327
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Ticketmaster scams fans
Online purchasing not all it appears
BY DANIEL GERVAIS

f you were one of the lucky
few to get tickets to the 2005
Juno Awards, count yourself
lucky. Tickets for the event sold
out in a record-breaking 16 minutes, leaving many people frustrated and without tickets, but
why did they sell out so fast?
First, the demand for tickets
was high. But more importantly,
there was only one place to buy
tickets: Ticketmaster. There are
three ways to buy tickets: phone,
Internet, and in person. Because
all tickets are up for grabs at
the same time, and because
there is no designated amount
reserved for each purchase
option, the best bet, according
to Ticketmaster's website, is to
buy online.
The days of camping out overnight to guarantee your place in
line are over. Even if you spend
days in front of a Ticketmaster
outlet, someone waking up five
minutes before tickets go on sale
has the same chance of getting
good seats online as you.
There is limited staff at ticket
counters and on the phone.
Online, there is no limit to how
many people can buy tickets
at once and there is virtually

I

no waiting time. All you need
is quick Internet access and a
quick finger.
Recently, Ticketmaster bought
Select-A-Seat, their only competition in the province. Now,
because Ticketmaster has a
monopoly on ticket sales in
most North American markets,
including Manitoba, they are the
only place that one can go to buy
tickets to big time events.
"Originally, I was only going to
try calling, but at the last second
I decided to go to work, where I
have Internet access," said J.P.
Robin, 25, who was attempting to buy tickets for the Juno
Awards.
"It's a good thing we went to
work," said Robin's girlfriend,
Caroline Plante. "The phone
lines were constantly busy for
20 minutes, until the tickets sold
out. We were lucky to get tickets
online, but it could have been a
disaster."
Once you purchase tickets
through Ticketmaster, you're
also subject to many extra fees,
such as the vaguely titled convenience charge. Really, what
convenience are you paying for
when there's only one place to
buy ticketS? Everyone buys from

the same place at the same time.
According to Ticketmaster,
many fees are charged on top
of a ticket's face value. First,
there's a facility charge, which
varies depending on the venue.
Ticketmaster doesn't determine
this fee, which is collected by the
venue. The second fee, the convenience charge, is essentially a
seller's fee. The website vaguely
explains that this fee pays for
the many options the buyer
has when purchasing tickets for
an event. The next charge, the
order processing fee, is charged
to hold, print, and send out
tickets. This fee varies, depending on which delivery method
is chosen.
For example, a ticket to see Joel
Plaskett at the West End Cultural
Centre costs $12. After the $2.25
convenience charge, the $0.50
facility charge, and the $2.00
pickup fee (the cheapest option
to process tickets) which you
pay to pick up your own ticket at
an outlet, the total fee comes to
$16.75 for a $12.00 ticket. That's
a 40 per cent increase over the
original cost.
Artists have tried to fight the
Ticketmaster monopoly. The
best-known example is rock

band Pearl
Jam's
attempt to
tour • without
using
Ticketmaster
in the 90s. To
do so, they had
to book smaller
clubs because the
majority of larger
venues had exclusive
ticketing contracts with
Ticketmaster.
They wanted to keep tickets at
a reasonable price for their fans
and believed that Ticketmaster
was charging too much for ticket
fees.
"Whenever possible, it (Pearl
Jam) will play non-Ticketmaster
venues. But when it's faced with
the choice of doing business
with Ticketmaster or not playing
in a city at all, it will deal with the
monopolistic ticketing giant,"
said Milk It! a book detailing
the rise of alternative music in
the 90s, which chronicled Pearl
Jam's fight ,with Ticketmaster.
Playing smaller venues
angered Pearl Jam fans who
couldn't get tickets for the show,
and economically hurt the band
in the long run.
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Pearl
Jam's David
versus Goliath
fight lasted a few
tours, but they eventually gave in to the monster,
and are now playing larger venues with Ticketmaster contracts.
The band compromised.
Even though they now deal with
Ticketmaster, they don't feel
their fight was a waste.
"There is no way that we, personally, could have lost. It wasn't
a chess game. It was basically a
case of our trying to be responsible to the people who come see
the shows....Basically, it's showing respect to the fans," said
Pearl Jam singer Eddie Vedder
in Milk it!.
So, next time you want to
see your favourite band play a
Ticketmaster venue when they
pass through town, get yourself
a fast Internet connection, get
up early, and try your luck. Oh,
and don't forget to leave enough
room on your credit card for the
convenience charges.

Anorexia: a female disorder?
Stats show an increase in male suffering
BY ELIABETH HOLMSTROM

I

magine looking in the mirror
everyday and seeing sunken
cheeks and waxy skin
Imagine your hair falling out and
being able to count every rib in
I your body. For most people, this
image would be horrifying. For a
mrson suffering from anorexia
though, no matter how thin
they become, they only see fat.
Anorexia, traditionally known as
a female disorder, is now increasing rapidly among males.
Only recently have the statistics of anorexia (and eating disorders in general) among males
begun to rise. Just a few years
ago, researchers believed that
about 10 per cent (one in 10)
of all anorexics were male. Now
however, that stat has changed
drastically.
"New research has shown
that it's closer to 20 per cent or
double what we thought it was,"
says Bryan Gundal, psychologist
and director of Westwind Eating
Disorder Recovery Centre in
Brandon, Manitoba. "It's now
one in five."
Although Statistics Canada
reports that in 2002 only 0.5
per cent of the Canadian male
population was at risk for an
eating disorder, the percentage
translated into an estimated 64
253 people.
Asking for help is often the

hardest part in treating males
with eating disorders, therapists
say, which is one reason why
their numbers may be underrepresented. Perhaps another
reason is society's tendency to
ridicule males who admit to having anorexia because it doesn't
understand the dimensions of
the disease.
"Guys will phone or email
me but they won't tell me
their name," says Phyllis
Lightfoot, president of
the
Eating
Disorders
Association of Manitoba
(EDAM). "They don't want
anybody to know because
they feel they'll be bad
people because they can't
cope."
The Greek word anorexia
means "loss of appetite"
and nervosa "of nervous origin."
This name is misleading however, because anorexics do not lose
their appetite, they just deny it.
Most males who develop eating disorders are in their late
teens or early twenties, says
Lightfoot. "College age for most
males is common. It's because
they're trying to be something
they're not."
While most females start off
by wanting to be thin, most
males are preoccupied with creating the perfect male body. They
want to have the v-shaped upper

body that society desires most.
"Men, unlike women, move
towards wanting to be bigger,"
says Gundal, who's been treating eating disorders for over 30
years. "So their body dissatisfaction won't come from wanting to
look smaller, but wanting to look
more muscular and bigger."
Generally the eating disorder will start with a diet and

them.
Another cultural influence
for men is the fashion industry.
"This industry really pushes you
if you're on the runway to be very
thin and to have a certain look,"
says Gundal. "But they [fashion
industry] select people [models] for that. Those people are
not common. It's like selecting
people for a high IQ."
Lightfoot,
whose
daughter suffered from
anorexia, also lays blame
on the media. "The
media plays a huge part,"
she says. "You don't see
an overweight male in
ads. They've got the sixpack and the bod that
isn't normal. What people
- PHYLLIS LIGHTFOOT
have to understand is
that those pictures are
then move to extreme exercise. airbrushed. They're not real."
Eventually, the person loses conAdvertisers pitch some of the
trol over his diet and the food same body image standards to
starts to control him. The person men as they do to women. The
will then exercise excessively in action figures of today can be
order to burn what little calories
compared to the Barbie doll
they actually consume.
that so many have criticized for
Some eating disorders have projecting bad body image to
developed in men or boys who young girls. The biceps of the
are involved in sports programs, Wolverine action figure, if lifeespecially those in wrestling, size, would be 32 inches around.
boxing, swimming, dancing, That's almost twice the size of an
and jockeying. These men will average male's.
take extreme measures to make
What most people don't know
sure that they come in under is how many models, actors, and
the weight restrictions set before artists actually struggle with eat-

Guys will phone
or email me but
they won't tell
me their name.
11

ing disorders. Such celebrities as
Elton John, Johnny Depp, Billy
Bob Thornton, Daniel Johns,
and Brian Wilson have all come
forward and admitted their
on-going struggles with eating
disorders.
Common characteristics of
people with anorexia include
depression, obsessive compulsion, perfectionism, and substance abuse. More often than
not, males with eating disorders
were teased as children. "They
were overweight as kids and will
do everything in their power not
to be overweight as adults," says
Lightfoot.
Certain myths have also prevailed as the disease gains more
notice. Males with anorexia are
not necessarily homosexual,
may not be from a Western culture, nor from a high-income
bracket. "It crosses every walk of
life, every income bracket," says
Gundal.
Historically, anorexia has been
recorded throughout time. Back
in the 1 1 th century, men and
women would fast for religious
reasons. It wasn't until the mid1800s that anorexia nervosa was
officially recognized. "Literature
says the first eating disorder was
back in the 1840s," says Lightfoot.
"But it was a closet disease that
nobody talked about."

culture
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Middle-aged couple
getting kinky at PTE
BY PAM FISCHER

I

f you are easily offended
by the idea of a middle
aged couple trying to
re-kindle their stale sex life
after 25 years of marriage,
Sexy Laundry is not the
play for you.
This one act play takes place in
a hotel where Henry and Alice are
taking time away from
the real world to work out
their sexual problems.
Following the Sex for
Dummies manual, the couple
experiments with chapters
entitled PersonalizingYour Private
Parts, Whispering Fantasies and
Double Blind.
In the first chapter, Alice
attempts to name Henry's

private part, Frank - the first
name she comes up with
and also the most un-sexy
name she could have come
up with. At the end of many
arguments throughout the show,
Henry, played by Thomas Hauff,
proudly dubs his male part
Caesar, as in Hail Caesar.
At this point, I felt myself
squirming in my chair, yet still
enjoying PTE vetern Patricia
Hunter's dramatic performance,
despite her back being turned to
the audience much of the show.
While whispering their
fantasies, the couple draws
more and more laughs
from the mostly senior audience,
likely because they could relate to
unrealistic "what if" thoughts
of beaches and hotels with sexy

maids. The fantasies are shared
in the round velvet and satin
bed, with a gong and bamboo
in the background to make the
surroundings exotic.
The
final test insistes
on
the
couple
blindfolding themselves to
feel their way to each
other. During. Henry's
turn, he exclaimer "You've
got quite a hand full here,"
in which Alice jumps
off the bed and reacts
with defense, as any woman
would. Alice goes on to
explain a realization she
came to while working out at the
gym - they should get a divorce.
This is much unexpected and as the couple
argues, make up and argue

'bit s eaks for strippers

some
more,
they
storm
away to spend
time alone.
Five minutes
later, Alice
appears in a
full leather outfit, whip and all,
to teach her husband a lesson. Everything is going
as planned until she
glances in a mirror and realizes
that this isn't the real her.
The show is full of very sentimental moments of realization.
Hunter and Hauff play a very
convincing pair and easily keep
the crowd entertained with quick
lines and over dramatic actions
for the 90 minutes they are

onstage.
There
were
no
dramatic
pauses
due to lines dropped or
cues missed, yet I came
out wanting more. It could
be because I am not old
enough to relate yet, but
one thing is for sure - I
will never look at a Caesar salad
the same way again.

writers!

Dominique Rey

BY JILLIAN BROWN

o to a strip club and
chances are you won't
be staring at the stripper's face.
Go see a strip show at Plug
In and you'll be looking her
straight in the eye.
Selling Venus by Winnipeg
artist Dominique Rey is a
photo, video and slide exhibit
capturing the women at the
Crazy Horse strip club in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina as they
transform themselves into
working women.
During the spring of 2003 and
2004, Rey set up shoot in the
dressing room of the strip club
(which features 150 dancers on
a Saturday night) and recorded
them during their beautification
process.
The photographs are images
of strippers reflected in the
mirror as they prepare for the
evening. Mascara, lip-gloss, and
eyeliner occupy the frame, but

G

most striking are their gazes.
Their eyes show a range of emotion. Some are full of confidence
and sensuality; these are the
women who are veterans at the
game, working at the club for
over 10 years. Other fresh faces,
some as new as three days, are
filled hesitancy and embarrassment.
Rey's intention is to uncover
the difference between a stripper's private persona and her
public mask. To Rey, a stripper's
process of putting on a mask
extends to all women who feel
pressured to self-transform
everyday.
She also ' interviewed the
dancers as they primped, and a
short video shares the women's
candid accounts of why they are
in the profession. Brooke does it
to support her children; Trixie
does it for her fiancé; Levi does
it for the Rolex watch and the
$5000 Bahamas trip; Tori does it
for the money.
As one guest asks in the

gallery's comment book, "Who
is using who?"
One dancer does it for escapism: "You can pretend you're
someone else - a ditzy blond, an
intelligent sex kitten..."
The slide show flips through
profiles of the 40 dancers who
gave their consent to be featured in the exhibit. It's shocking to learn some strippers are
as young as 20 and some as
old as 40. What's even harder to
swallow is learning that one girl,
Hannah, is from Winnipeg.
Selling Venus is an exhibit
about female strippers, but
ironically bodies are hardly
included in any of the footage.
Instead, you are forced to meet
the strippers head on and to
accept them as individuals before labeling them as whores.
Plug In Institute of
Contemporary Art is located
at 286 McDermot Ave. in the
Exchange. Selling Venus is on
display until May 15. Admission
is free.

only one more
chance to write
that pulitze-r
tuesday
noon in the
newroom
get p tchin
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How to party
like a rock star
I
BY CHRISTA MARIASH

can't decide what the highlight of my 2005
Juno weekend is. It could be dancing with
Keith Urban at the EMI after-party, having Steve-0 from Sum 41 trying to hit on me,
chatting with Alan Doyle from Great Big Sea,
or meeting singer/songwriter extraordinaire
Ron Sexsmith.
I don't want to sound like some pathetic
star-struck, name-dropping fool, but the who
's who in the Canadian music scene were out
in full force the entire weekend. I'm proud to
say that I partied among them. I'm also proud
to say I had the time of my life during a weekend that consisted of lots of
celebrities, lots of red
wine and very little
sleep.
On
Friday,
I went to see
Matt Mays &
El Torpedo
and
The
Waking Eyes
as part of
Juno Fest at
the Pyramid
Cabaret.
Mays and
company
blew me
away
as
usual, playing songs
off
their
sophomore
album,
Cocaine
Cowgirl.
They
played to a
jam-packed,
celebritystudded crowd
including Bill
Welychka
from
Much More Music,
members of Sum 41 and
Billy Talent, Sara Slean and
Great Big Sea.
Saturday was insane. I started the second
Juno Fest night off at the West End Cultural
Centre. The crowd had the pleasure of listening to singer/songwriters Julie Dorion and the
beautiful Leslie Feist. Kevin Drew from Broken
Social Scene was in the crowd and joined Feist
on stage for a song. Cone and Steve-0 from
Sum 41, members of Billy Talent, and K-os
managed to finagle their way into the sold-out
concert.
After the mellow concert, some friends
and I kicked up a notch at the Blue Rodeo
CD release party in the Grand Ball Room at
the Fort Garry Hotel. The alternative-country
icons were debuting songs from their latest
CD Are You Ready. Spotted in the crowd were
Denise Donlon, a former Much Music VJ and
Sony Canada Music President; David Kines,
the Vice President and General Manager of
Much Music; Michael Landsburg from TSN's
Off the Record; members of the Tragically Hip;
and Jian Ghomeshi from CBC.
It was probably about 2 a.m. when Matt Mays
& El Torpedo, a friend and I were dropped off
in front of the brightly lit Asper mansion on
Wellington Crescent to take part in the swanky
CanWest Global Juno party I rubbed shoulders
with Gary Doer, Gail Asper, Lisa Best, and Guy
Maddin, literally.

You could hardly walk around in the huge
house, packed with at least 300 people. There
were plenty of musicians and industry types
crawling throughout. The drinks were flowing into the wee hours of the morning. I left
at about 8:00 a.m. The best part of the night
was Matt Mays's impromptu performance of
Neil Young's Rockin' in the Free World with
Inward Eye.
Juno awards day finally arrived. The most
anticipated day in Winnipeg since it was
announced that we would be hosting the festivities two years ago.
Surprisingly, the awards ceremony went by
very fast. Juno host Brent Butt didn't
thrill me, but I caught myself
laughing at an odd joke.
k.d. lang captured the
hearts of everyone
at the MTS Centre,
along with the
other 1.7 million people
watching
at home.
Other notable performances of
the night
were
kos,
Feist
(despite the
technical
difficulties), The
Tragically
Hip and the
Winnipeg
Tribute
to
close
the
show.
But
the
parties
continued
long
after the award
show. I attended
the Warner Music
Canada after-party at
the Pyramid Cabaret.
I saw Great Big Sea, Sara
Slean, Simple Plan, Billy Talent,
and Ron Sexsmith partaking in the open-bar
and indulging in the delicious treats from
Alycia's Ukranian restaurant.
We then hit the Universal label party
where I met Jan Arden. This was a tame
party compared to the rest but by far the
most classy.
Next was the EMI Records after-party. It
was held at Exchange Event Centre and had
the most rambunctious crowd. The sidewalk
leading up to the venue was covered with
red carpet, and limos and taxis lined the
street. Inside was a maze. I was careful not
to step on broken glass or spilled drinks.
This was definitely the celebrity hot-spot.
Brent Butt was there. Zach Warner, Jake
Gold, Sass Jordan, Garry Beals, and Kalan
Porter from Canadian Idol fame were there.
Met up with Billy Talent and Sum 41, again.
Finger Eleven and Robin Black and the
Intergalactic All-Stars were out in full force.
After partying like a rock star and meeting
some fabulous people, I decided that it was
time to go around 4 a.m. But make no mistake about it, the party was still going.
I'm still making up for the lack of sleep.
Winnipeg should be proud - they hosted the
craziest Canadian music party of the year.

ch Daily Monday to

Saturday

Students and faculty order any platter
and receive free coffee or fountain pop.

Eat

(offer excludes breakfast and lunch specials)

85 Princess St

in or Take out
943-9010

Before ordering show your Student Card

ticketmaster
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Ticketmaster Canada is seeking the right individuals to fit the position of Call Centre Agent in our Winnipeg
location that handles inbound calls only. Those who are looking for a fun place to work and who needs a job
that will allow you to set your own hours, come and join the Ticketmaster Team. We have the flexibility that
you are looking for
Skills Required:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent customer service and sales skills with at least 1 year experience in each area
Aptitude for diffusing situations with upset customers
Strong communication skills and organizational skills
Experience using Windows 95198 and comfortable on computers
Capacity to work well under pressure
Professional telephone manner
Ability to function as part of a team

Knowledge of related Ticketmaster products such as TMConnect and PCI are an asset.

Call Centre Agents are required to work a rotating shift to meet scheduled needs and must
provide a flexible schedule being prepared to work weekdays and weekends, including Sundays.
Every effort will be made to maintain a regular pattern of days and hours worked.
Only those who will be selected for an interview will be contacted.
Ticketmaster Winnipeg
580 - 500 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3X1
Fax: (204) 772-5030
Email. wpgjobsirgticketrnaster.ca

Smudging
An important Aboriginal ceremony is the Smudge. This simple
ceremony is most often used to cleanse and prepare the way for
events, although it does not have to be done only in preparation for
this.
The smudge is most often made up of sage (a woman's medicine)
however there are four traditional medicines that can be used: sage;
cedar; sweetgrass; and tobacco. Each of these medicines has a
history and a purpose that is both spiritual in nature and has practical
healing qualities and uses.
When one smudges, it represents cleansing the eyes, to see good
things; ears to hear good things; the mind to think good thoughts and
hearts to feel good things. In this way one obligates themselves
before all of creation to conduct oneself in the best way possible.

It should be noted that "Tobacco" as it is called, was not the
commercial variety brought over by the Europeans and used today,
but grew wild in the bush. The Tobacco known as "Kinnikinick" by
the Cree was one of the first medicines of the Anishinabe people.
Here at RRC, staff and students are able to smudge in the Aboriginal
Resource/Student Centre.
This is offered to students, as a way of honoring Aboriginal heritage
and as well as adhering to the Vision of the Aboriginal Division
which states that we will incorporate Aboriginal perspectives into
curricula and extra-curricular activities.
If you'd like further information or would like to participate in a
smudge, please drop by the Centre, located in F209 on the Notre
Dame Campus.
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Juno Fest
rocks the Collective
Hurst, Projektor, The New Meanies, Red Blanket
April 1st, 2005
The Collective Cabaret

BY JANELLE MAILHOT

rom Top 40, to balls-out, to groove-hybrid,
to instrumental metal, it was, with no question, a rock show at the Collective Cabaret
on April Fools Day. The first night of Juno Fest
went off with pent-up anticipation and massive
excitement. The Collective celebrated this event
by stepping outside of their punk-rock style and
supplying the bathrooms with toilet paper.
Trevor Hurst lured in the masses with his celebrity status. By the end of his set, the bar was filled
with an array of people from Avril Lavigne-esque
young ladies to older leather-clad rockers. Along
with some new songs, Hurst pleased Econoline
Crush fans with some familiar hits. When the
set was done, Hurst fans swarmed the back pool
table for autographs and handshakes.
The band was still chatting with everyone
when Projektor took the stage.
The force of the first few chords blew the hair
from the faces of the front of the audience. The
crowd was instantly wooed. Everyone bopped
and shook while completely absorbing the wild
jams Projektor threw out. With Johnny Stevens
leading the guys with a new intense rock energy,
the older swaying indie-rock Projektor was far
from my mind. This was quite a transformation.
I never expected it, but they rocked the house
down and pumped up the crowd for the groovin'

F

New Meanies.
The lights went out and for the rest of the New
Meanies' set the only faces seen were the ones lit
from the stage when they jumped to the music.
No one could resist the movements that their
songs inspired. With everything they had, the
audience boogied and sang along. After a brief
and modest thanks from the singer, we raised
our glasses to the band's toast of our local musical talent.
After clearing up some technical problems,
the instrumental four-piece ensemble Red
Blanket showed the crowd why it was brought
in to close the show. With a spy vs. spy-type riff
to start out the set, its complex assortment of
ever-changing riffs hypnotized what was left of
the crowd.
A portion of the bar was disappointed that
it couldn't sing along, but that seemed to weed
out the music fans from the music lovers. Red
Blanket wasn't left with a packed bar but the
ones that stayed were entirely aware of what
they were witnessing.
Red Blanket is four extremely talented young
men who are capable of writing songs that keep
you hooked without a singer and a catchy chorus. Before the show, I asked the guitarist how
he'd describe his band.
With a mischievous smile, he replied "F- vocalists".

Subdued crowd admires
Queens of the Stone Age

Congratulations to RRC students Pamela Goertz,
Janice Fuller and Derek Instance for entering the
draw and winning prizes from the Canadian Race
Relations Foundation.
Here are the answers to the quiz: Test your knowledge of Canada's Racist History.
1. Legislation which in essence restricted all Chinese from entering the country
was repealed in:
a. 1975
b. 1922
d. 1962
c. 1947
C) In 1923, the Canadian parliament passed the Chinese Immigration Act,
which in essence excluded all Chinese from entering the country.
The same act also required all Chinese in Canada, irrespective of citizenship,
to register with the government and obtain a certificate.

2. The Legislative Assembly in Quebec passed a law guaranteeing full rights to
people practicing the Jewish faith in:
a. 1960
b. 1936
c. 1976
d. 1832
0) Responding to petitions from "Jewish subjects," the Legislative Assembly of
Lower Canada under its speaker Louis-Joseph Papineau a bill in 1832 that
ultimately guaranteed full rights to people practicing the Jewish Faith.

3. Mary Ann Shadd became one of the first Black newspaper women in
North America in:
a. the 1990s
b. the 1850s
c. the 1920s
d. the 1970s
B) Mary Ann Shadd edited the Toronto-based Provincial Freeman in the 1850s.
The Provincial Freeman was a newspaper dedicated to the struggles of
Black people in Canada.

4.

The first modern human rights legislation forbidding racial and religious
discrimination in insurance coverage was passed in which province:
a. Quebec
b. Manitoba
c. Newfoundland
d. Ontario
D) The Ontario government amended its insurance act to prohibit racial and
religious discrimination.

5.

On the basis of a perceived threat to Canadian security Japanese Canadians were
deprived of their citizenship rights, property and freedom of movement during the
Second World War by the Canadian Government. How manyJapanese Canadians were
charged with espionage during this period:
a. 1013
c. 56
d. None
b. 656
D) NoJapanese Canadians were ever charged with espionage during World War II

6. The right to vote in Canadian elections was extended to Chinese Canadians and
South Asian Canadians in:
a. 1837
b. 1867
c. 1931
d. 1947
0) The government of British Columbia denied the right to vote to Chinese,
Japanese and East Indians.

7. Aboriginal children were educated in residential schools up until which decade?

Queens of the Stone Age
April 8th, 2005
Burton Cummings Theatre

a. 1930s

b. 1940s

c.1950s

d. 1960s

D) The Residential Schools System began in the late nineteenth century and
continued until the 1960s.

True or False Questions:
BY JANELLE MAILHOT

s eaa of bobbing heads swarmed the stage
or the Queens of the Stone Age. In the
onfines of The Burt, everyone restrained
from knocking heads to mosh-worthy songs, and
simply enjoyed the show. With moments of silence
before and after each song, it was apparent that
only admirers were in the audience.
Although, the Eagles of Death Metal cancelled
their opening appearance, Throw Rag bent up the
theatre with a great punk show. They mirrored
the Dead Kennedy's sound, but Jacko, the singer,
twisted this band into something a little messier.
Along with his wailing, he also played a washboard, a bugle and his protruding gut. His pants
hung low enough to ease the display of his jiggle
show, which was just as much part of the band as
the other front man, Captain Sean-Doe.
As I watched the two front men parade with a
Jagger strut, I was waiting for the show to get even
stranger. As I'd expected, they took the performance in a different direction when they pulled
two children onstage to play the washboard. I can
only imagine being ten years old and watching
a sailor-rock show when a shirtless, overweight,
sweaty man covered in tattoos snatches me out
of the crowd. .
The child's fright seemed to subside after some
applause from the crowd. Jacko gave the kids
enough instruction so he could play his bugle
and strut off the stage to freak out some audience
members.

The Queens of the Stone Age kicked off the
show with the Feel Good Hit of the Summer.
Josh Homme had his work cut out for him
after only recently recovering from a cold and
also having to carry the parts of Mark Lanegan
who cancelled, as well as former member, Nick
Oliveri.
They played in front of a back drop of silhouetted trees while a row of white spots fanned
from behind them. There was no extravagant
light show, no pyrotechnics, simply just the
music.
There were few breaths in between songs.
Homme rocked his hips back and forth in sync
with his guitar while he swung to songs like No
One Knows and A Song for the Deaf. The set
covered most of Lullabies to Paralyze but older
fans roared to Monsters in the Parasol and The
Lost Art of Keeping a Secret.
They indulged us with guitar solos to stretch
out some beloved tunes. Others had a brief
pause filled with jams to slowed things down
just before they'd launch back into its chorus
for the dramatic finish.
They stepped off stage for a few moments
before returning for an encore. A white spotlight clipped the back of Homme's head, leaving him in a shadow. You could see only his
silhouette, his cigarette smoke creeping past
his face, and the light on Troy Van Leeuwan as
he eased us into A Long Slow Goodbye.

1. As a safe haven for Black slaves escaping slavery via the "underground railroad,"
Canada is a country which has never harboured any slave trade activity.
True
False
FALSE) The enslavement of Blacks existed in Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Ontario from their inception as colonies until early in the nineteenth century.
2. Canada has never had a race riot.
True
False
FALSE) Canada has had several riots including the 1907 Vancouver riot to expel
Japanese and Chinese Canadians. A race riot, which is considered Canada's first, took
place in the towns of Shelburn and Birchtown, Nova Scotia in 1784, when a white mob
"destroyed Black property and drove Blacks out of the townships."
3. For many years the sale of homes to Jews and "other persons of objectionable
nationality" was prohibited in certain parts of Ontario.
True
False
TRUE) Until 1945, "a number of residential areas of Ontario cities were closed to
certain minority groups.
4. The reserve system was set up to provide the Aboriginal Peoples with land ownership
and federal.social services provision.
True
False
FALSE) Economics was the main motive for the creation of the reserve system,
where the aboriginal peoples were uprooted and relocated. The federal and provincial
government agencies expropriated aboriginal lands and resources for the use of
building infrastructure.
5. During World War I, Ukrainian Canadians and other former subjects of the
Austro-Hungarian empire were interned as enemy aliens.
True
False
TRUE) With the outbreak of World War I, the War Measures Act (1914) was implemented
as a result of an Order In Council by the Canadian Government.
6. Proud of our multicultural character, Canada's immigration policies have always
embraced and welcomed visible and ethnic minorities.
True
False
FALSE) Canada has a legacy of racist immigration policies beginning with the Chinese
Immigration Act of 1885, entrenching racism in Canadian law for the first time.
7. During WWII, Canada closed its doors to Jewish refugees trying escape the
Nazi Holocaust.
True
False
TRUE) Although Canada did not have any written legislation prohibiting the entry
of Jews, the official policy was to turn away ships carrying Jewish refugees like the
St. Louis that tried to land in Halifax in 1942.
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Winnipeg keen on Aussie Urban

BY BREANNE TEMOSHAWSKY

!though I usually poke fun
at the pre-teen girls who
ave tearful screams at
the sight of a celebrity, I found
myself following in their lead
when Aussie Keith Urban took
the stage. April 4 was a night
for Urban to prove to Winnipeg
that he was here for a reason,
and as he stood on stage at the
Centennial Concert Hall looking
out to a sea of cowboy hats, he
proved more than expected.
The handsome Australian

country singer charmed the allages crowd by tossing references
to our province and city into
his songs and speech countless
times throughout the two hour
performance. A couple of very
avid fans were shocked even
when he pulled them onstage
for a mini meet-and-greet at the
start of the show.
The show began with a bang,
livening up the crowd with hit
tracks such as You're My Better
Half and A Better Life. The second half of the sold out concert
was a showcase of many acoustic

songs that, instead of making
you want to doze off, kept you
wanting more.
Though he had a long night
the evening before, celebrating
the Junos until all hours of the
morning, Urban was nothing
but on top of his game. He commanded the stage and audience
with his own version of Tom
Petty's Free Fallin. The entire
audience sang along, including
one lucky fan in the middle of
the theater that Urban insisted
sing a solo a cappella snippet of
the song. The theater became

silent as her tiny voice belted out
the lines, immediately followed
by the enthusiastic cheers from
the rest of the crowd.
Urban kept true to his roots,
introducing the concert-goers
to a veteran bass player from
his rookie band The Ranch. The
two took part in a spine tingling,
acoustic song entitled Desiree
that had the audience silently
weak at the knees. As well, they
poked fun at themselves, claiming that when The Ranch played
in Manitoba in the early 90s, a
mere four people showed up.

"Those four people must have
had a lot of friends!" he stated
afterward, while gesturing to the
packed theater. Always full of fun
throughout the show, Urban is an
artist I would definately see again
in a heartbeat.
Celebrated new-corner Gordie
Sampson started the crowd off in
good spirits with nothing but his
acoustic guitar over his shoulder
a that voice that could stop anyone in their tracks. It was a perfect, mellow start to a fabulously
rockin concert.
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A...crueci performance

Manufacturers oduct S Ow ase

April 22nd and April 23rd

Como sea what's New and Exciting In
ArtSupplies

BY JEN ZORATTI

ire breathing strippers!
Tommy Lee! Flying drum
kits! Contortionists wearing nothing but strategically
placed glitter! Tommy Lee!
Ahhhh yes. The ingredients
for the perfect rock and roll freak
show.
The metal heads who once
worshipped Aqua Net, spandex ,
bandanas and their leather-clad,
stiletto-wearing girlfriends were
out in full force when Motley
Crile brought its pyrotechnic
circus to the sold out MTS Centre
on Apr. 7.
Vince Neil, Tommy Lee, Nikki
Sixx and Mick Mars (complete
with new hips) took to the stage
and lauched into a two and a half
hour set filled with debauchery,
pornography and of course, meat
and potatoes rock and roll.
Although the Crtie is touring in
support of their latest album Red,
White and Criie, the band smartly
gave fans what they were there to
see—the hits from the glory days.

F

et

414 Graham Avenue
Ph. (204) 956.5364
mnvw.ertiststpplies.oam

Wing in this AD for 50% OFF avy one regular priced item
or sal additional
10% Off select Sale Ream .
Some restrictions may apply.

by darren
ridgley

Hi, everybody,
and welcome to the last
Bonus Point strip of the year.
We've had a lot of fun, but
it doesn't hove to end...

If you want, you can still receive "Bonus
Point" all through the summer months. Just
subscribe by sending a request e-mail to
bonuspointflgirailicom
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Tommy Lee stole the show with
his Peter Pan-styled drum show
Swinging between two suspended drum kits, Tommy Lee showed
of his new techno-inspired beats
about 20 feet above our heads.
And we mustn't forget Tommy
Lee's Titty Cam.

can have a bigger role in the strip. I was in one

—. _

The Criie gave us a loud, raunchy, in-you-face rock show, in the
truest definition. While they may
not be in their glory days, The
Criie reminds us that sometimes
embracing the tasteless and
trashy side of rock and roll can
be just plain fun.
The crowd was almost as entertaining as the antics on stage.
From the ex groupies in hot pink
miniskirts to the metal heads
with torn t- shirts and fading tattoos to the six year old raising his
tiny devil horns, perched on his
father's shoulders, everyone was
loud, everyone was crazy, and
everyone was having a blast.
And I too raised my hands in
standard rock pose and shouted
like the drunk girl at a kegger in
praise of the Crile for treating me
to a delightful trash fest.
Sometimes, there's just nothing like having no voice, being
drenched in concert sweat and
beer, and watching the arena
light up with a thousand lighters.
Beautiful.

And you wont to talk about injustices? Since she
got introduced, not ONE of us got to so much as
use a pick-up line on female lead Sophie. Who
knows, maybe one of us could have--

If anything, you should do it just so I
panel this year) It's Spiteful Mitch's time to
shine, people'
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The Crue gave a rowdy audience
all the hits including Girls, Girls,
Girls, Shout at the Devil and my
personal favourite, Dr. Feelgood.
Now, it must be said. Motley
Crile, by definition, is not a
good band musically. They are
of the hair metal era, and thus,
cannot be counted as real musicians. People do not like Motley
Crue because they have deep
meaningful lyrics or particularly
evolved song writing techniques.
But it also must be said that
no matter how mediocre your
band is, stick in some strippers,
some fire and some obnoxious
cock rock and you have one of
the most entertaining and most
ridiculously over the top live
shows, well, ever.
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Please do. If you don' ,
we're out on the street!
I'm too pretty for that!

sir

Precisely' Let the jerk Vr
f the strip hove his duel
111

....
But the web is only the beginning. Soon, we'll
move into other college papers. The •
Manitoban is just ripe for the takings You hear
us, "Ninjo Spelled With A 4"?

Hey, why do you have that pipe,

( /e), .

G' bye!
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Er, we kid, of course. Remember
to send in those moils, folks.

anyway? You don't even smoke, you poseur.
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WE run the Beek
reference buslre,;s o n
this town Got i ir?
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Hey I'm Just creating
an image here, alright?
You really wont to make

something of it?
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Thanks

or reading!
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r, ayil oz:ext year!
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CD Reviews
Suture
Fin

Audiochrome
Audiochrome

en will it be released?
That is the question
Won the minds of many
of the fans of local Winnipeg band
Audiochrome. The wait is over.
Audiochrome has released their latest album In Pieces with the hopes of
building on the success of their debut
album Fears.
Armed with university' degrees
from the University of Manitoba in
one hand and electric and acoustic
guitars in . the other, Mollot provides
the vocals from an electric guitar.
Darren Macdonald provides bass and
acoustic guitar.
Mollot and Macdonald are joined
by Mario Campbell, a grad of the
University of Winnipeg who lends his
voice and talents on the piano.
While the vision of the band remains

the same for their second album, they
do present a more sophisticated
sound for their audience. This album
was layers innovative melodies over
attractive guitar licks.
Equipped with new songs, such
as Why I never Learn, Motto (for the
loved and lost), Miss Me, Never Look
Back, Compromise and February
Morning, this album features easy
listening music that highlights soft
votals and the evidence of drums in
the background. It is evident that the
eight tracks on the album tell a story.
Having two albums attached to
their name, the band is remaining
close to their background and hope
to act as inspiration for all college
bands.
- BROOK JONES

F

in is the

d release from
Suture fo
g their self-titled
Suture
in 2000.
Band me
s Sarah-Lynne Otsuji
and Gre
ec do not disappoint,
brings
eclectic sound to their
so
re release.
album offers a marked transion from start to finish in terms of
seeking out experimental qualities.
The band's past performances have
been characterized by high theatrics
and would definitely be something to
check out. The band's attempts often
hit the mark - in some instances more
than others.
By track six, the shift towards experimentation is in full swing and Suture
comes through with some very creative work.
Wonder Wander contains haunting
vocals mixed with equally powerful
ambient sounds as listeners begin
delving into Suture's more stylized
tracks.
Tilling the Seeds of the Soul is

perhaps one of the album's strongest
tracks. It is strengthened by its ability
to incorporate elements of jazz into
a form which completely transforms
the style. This merging improvisation
of different musical genres is Suture's
most notable quality.
Release caps the album. Should
we question the metamorphic intent
behind the last track? A word of warning against consuming volumes of
liquid prior to listening to this one
- the sound of pouring water can be a
dangerous tool.
Though the album is titled Fin, let's
hope the bold choices made by Suture
are not coming to an end but will only
continue to get better.
If your interested is this group's
innovative style, a CD release party is
planned for the Annex Art Gallery at
62 Albert Street Friday, April 22. Doors
open at 9:00, admission is $4.00.

- GRANT BURR

Forgetful
Jones
pops their
cherry
BY STACY CARDIGAN SMITH

I

t seems Winnipeg's music scene is

still on a high from the Juno's. Since
the event wrapped up two weeks ago,
there have been many concerts, featuring
both new and old bands, gracing the 'Peg.
This trend continues on Saturday, April
23, with Forgetful Jones' break-out show at
The Zoo, featuring Tele and Retrograde.
Forgetful Jones, formerly The Velvet
Pill, is coming out of a year-long hiatus to
showcase a new sound and new songs.
According to bassist Doug Darling, their
music has "matured into politically driven,

post-grunge rock" with many influences,
such as Queens of the Stone Age, AFI and
Failure.
The four-piece band, made up of Jeremy
Williams (vocals), Jon Kirouac (guitar),
Chris Gaudry (drummer), and Darling,
have been involved in the Winnipeg
music scene for over a decade. They
have ties to bands such as Moses Mayes,
Tequila Mockingbird, Skyline Fake, Peel
and Fallward.
As The Velvet Pill, the band did numerous cross-Canada tours and opened up
for big-name acts such as Zukerbaby and
Urge Overkill.

They hope Forgetful Jones will prove to
be as successful as their previous endeavors.
"We've been working real hard on our
new material," says Williams. "We wanted
to make sure that our new tunes were as
polished as possible, so that we could
show new and old fans our best effort."
Joined by Winnipeg's own Tele and
Vancouver's Retrograde, the show is sure
to be entertaining even if Forgetful Jones
is not.
Tele is still reeling from numerous
shows at Juno Fest in Winnipeg and is in
the midst of finishing up their full-length

album.
Retrograde has been touring western
Canada for the past few years and just finished recording their second album, The
Frequency We Share, in Austin, Texas.
Gaudry is thrilled that Forgetful Jones
will be playing their first show with Tele
and Retrograde.
"We couldn't have a better bill to comeback with. These are two of our favourite
bands right now, and the fact that we're
playing with them - that's just amazing."
Check all of the bands out for only $5.

•
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From
the
Cutting
Room
Floor

Sin City
x.**
Polo Park, St. Vital, Grant Park
Now Playing
ALAN MACKENZIE
Columnist

Sin City
comic
transferred
to screen
BY DARREN RIDGLEY

T

hey say that if you walk down the

right alley in Sin City you can find
anything, and it couldn't be more
true in this grisly noir film directed by
Robert Rodriguez and creator Frank
Miller.
Basin City (otherwise known as Sin
City) is a twisted place indeed; crooked
cops, evil senators, and a section of the
city run entirely by gun-toting prostitutes only begin to describe the corruption to be found in this black-and-white
metropolis.
In this film, however, you'll only
hear the tales of three unlucky guys:
Hartigan, a sickly police officer whose
attempt to put away a well-connected
child molester lands him in solitary;
Marv, a seemingly invulnerable street
fighter framed for murder, and Dwight,
an insane vigilante who gets caught
up in a turf war. Each story is packed
withguns, sex and sweet •revenge, and
it does it in one of the most stylish ways
I've ever seen. Sin City makes black and
white 'look very, very good. The dreary
visuals create a fantastic atmosphere,
and the sudden splashes of colour (such
as the red of a police light) create an
impressive visual effect. The lead actors
give great performances, and even some
secondary characters leave their mark

on you. Elijah Wood, who plays the quiet
cannibal Kevin, is delightfully creepy, his
blank stare leaving you with an uneasy
feeling every time you see it. The only
performance I can say I didn't like was
Brittany Murphy's portrayal of bar waitress Shellie. Her Brooklyn accent seems
forced and lends itself to corny melodrama.
However, as good as the movie is, it
falls short in some areas. As I said before,
Sin City is dark. It's gritty. It's downright
disgusting sometimes. Despite this, I
never knew how I was supposed to take
what was happening onscreen. The violence in the film is indeed as graphic as
you might think - this definitely deserves

the R rating -but sometimes it's so ludicrous, so graphic and excessive, I noticed
those in the theatre were laughing when
perhaps they should've been gasping.
Not much was changed in terms
of script between the comics and the
movie, so the dialogue inspires a lot
of déjà vu. You'll hear the same lines
repeated in short spaces of time and
even amongst completely unrelated
characters.
Of course, these are nitpicks. This is,
after all, a comic book movie. The action
is supposed to be over the top. The film
is supposed to be is entertaining, and in
that capacity, Sin City passes with flying
colours.

ESCAPE!

110■EIMD

HOT OFFERS

(Toronto

$192)

(Halifax

$410)

(London

$589)

(Mexico City

$59 9)

Need a break

(Paris

$709)

Think Gap Year Abroad

(Rome

$779)

(usabout BONUS
Get a FREE* Italian Explorer trip OR
an extra Travel Day with passes
purchased in April.
*Free item
item determined by pass type purchased
For more details call or
by one of our

(

Learn Travel Volunteer Work

\www.gapyearabroad.ca)
$100 off Topdeck

ATTENTION
Thank you.
Your attention is appreciated.
Just a reminder about the
reminder on Page 12. You
haven't forgotten that Tuesday
at noon will be the final
Projector meeting have you?

"

Get yours today in the
Spring '05
Student Traveller }

BE THERE!

Fares accurate at time of .rint. Taxes and surcharges not included. Datesvary.

473 Portage Avenue
783-5353 www.travelcuts.com
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See the world your way

Giving credit
where it is due.
By now you've probably heard the
brouhaha (I've always wanted to use
that word) about Robert Rodriguez
having to quit the Director's Guild of
America because he demanded a codirecting credit with graphic novelist
Frank Miller for his latest film, Sin
City.
For those of you who don't know,
the DGA apparently won't allow its
members to take co-directing credits
because it somehow detracts from
directors being considered the only
true artist behind a motion picture.
Because of all this, Rodriguez had
to also quit his next project, the megabudgeted John Carter from Mars,
because its producer, Paramount
Pictures, will not hire non-DGA
members.
What's admirable about Rodriguez's
choice is that he shows he is less
interested in being considered an
auteur than he is with making a good
movie. Of course he also earned street
cred, and he has now joined the company of his buddy Quentin Tarantino,
who has never been a member, and
George Lucas, who hasn't been a
member since an argument over the
credits in the original Star Wars.
But Rodriguez had good reason for
leaving the DGA; Sin City is easily as
much Miller's movie as it is his. The
film is a living, breathing comic book,
with every frame looking like it could
have been lifted right out of Miller's
Sin City books. It's like reading the
graphic novel without having to turn
the pages.
The film, despite being filled with
violence, profanity, and degradation,
is a beautiful, stylistic wonder. Sure,
Bruce Willis pummels a man's face
until he's only punching cement, but
it looks amazing when he does. In
fact, Sin City would not have been
the great movie that it is if it weren't
for the stylized look, which comes
straight from the mind of Miller. If
this movie appeared realistic, it would
have been repulsive. As it stands, Sin
City might just be the best comic
book movie ever made.
The Spider-Man movies were good
and so was Tim Burton's Batman,
but it seems that movies involving a
comic book's creator are the ones that
capture the true feeling of what is in
the pages.
Rodriguez did the right thing giving
credit where it was due.
Sin City is a spectacular film and
Rodriguez no longer needs an organization to represent him. He has made
one of the most memorable films
we're likely to see for a while and has
proven, ever since he made his debut
with El Mariachi, that he is one of the
top talents working today.
He may have lost one job over his
decision to leave the DGA, but he will
definitely be in demand to direct, or
co-direct, for a long time.
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Haunts of the Black M
"1/2
Cinematheque
Apri115-16, 18-21

Swimming doc drowns viewers
BY ALAN MACKENZIE

S

ome of us just think of
swimming as something
we do to cool off on a
hot day; others see it as exercise; to others it is a sport. To
the subjects in Haunts of the
Black Masseur: The Swimmer
as Hero, a new documentary by
Winnipeg-based filmmaker Jeff
McKay, swimming is none of
these things. It is a lifestyle, pure
and simple.
This is not a documentary
about competitive swimming
or recreational swimming, it is

about the history of an aquatic
activity which some see as exciting and others see as meditative
or even sensual. It is also about
people who conquer their fears
and risk death for the, love of the
water.
Sounds exciting, doesn't it?
Well, maybe that's not the
word. Despite an interesting
topic and unique subjects,
McKay's film feels much longer
than its 53 minute running time.
Not that this is a bad thing, it's
just obvious that McKay agrees
with erotic photographer Linda
Troeller, who compares swim-

ming to flying and sees being in
the water as the perfect way to
meditate. Her pictures of swimmers are relaxing and dreamlike,
and this film has the same feel.
This is not to say there are not
some great stories in this film:
Lynne Cox, known for swimming
the Bering Strait in below-freezing temperatures, tells of how
she uses swimming to unite
countries; David Yudouin shares
his experience of swimming 9 1/2
hours in freezing water before
having a cardiac arrest, only to be
saved by his lowered body temperature; Alison Streeter casually

speaks of swimming the English
Channel over 40 times, including
three lengths in a row, earning
her the title Queen of the English
Channel by her admirers.
There is even a look into the
bathhouse-like pools of the
Roman Emperors and how the
rise of Christianity caused swimming to be banned because it
was seen as too sensual and
erotic.
McKay, who won a Peabody
Award for his 1995 documentary Fat Chance, bases the film
on the book of the same title by
Charles Sprawson. Sprawson is

also featured in the film and is a
fascinating individual. The aging
swimmer with a fear of sharks
loves to escape daily life while
in the water, but still only swims
sidestroke over deep water
because he is afraid of what he
may see below.
Haunts of the Black Masseur is
slow moving and definitely not
for everyone, but if you have a
love for water and want to mellow out for an hour, this might be
the film for you.

5th Annual Graduation
POW WOW
Friday May 6th, 2005
2055 Notre Dame Avenue (North Gym)
11 am Pipe Ceremony with Flora Ruck
12 pm Fiddling and Jigging
1 pm Grand Entry
5pm Feast

Masters of Ceremonies: Shaneen Robinson and the Honourable Eric Robinson
2005 RRC Aboriginal Grads please register at sproutyOrrc.mb.ca
All are welcome
For more information and craft tables call
Aboriginal Centre Coordinator- Sara Mclvor-Prouty, 632-2106

Check our website for more events and information at http://www.rrc.mb.ca/aboriqinalcentre/

Upcoming events in F209
Teaching and Sharing Circle with Elder Jules Lavallee, Friday April 22 at noon
Teaching and Sharing Circle with Elder Mae Louise Campbell, Friday April 29 at noon

From playing games to recording video, our phones are so fun you'll forget they're phones.

Samsung a680
Video Phone

Nokia 6585
Colour Screen Phone
$

• Built-in FM radio
• Ringer caller ID

• Download the latest ringers,
screen savers and games

• Built-in flash and zoom
• Voice activated dialing

199

with 2 mo. unlimited
Video and Picture
Messaging

• Shoots 15 second videos
• Picture caller ID

your phone worKs here"'

see your neares t Firs Connect

MTS Connect stores in Winnipeg: MTS Connect 585 Century Street 941-5111, Garden City Shopping Centre 953-1850, Grant Park Shopping Centre 989-2977, Kildonan Place 927-6363, Polo Park Shopping Centre 982-0300, Shops of
Winnipeg Square 982-0302, St. Vital Centre 255-8389. MTS Connect stores around Manitoba: Brandon Shopper's Mall 571-4040, Dauphin Market Place Mall 622-4900, Portage la Prairie Mall 857-4380, Selkirk Town Plaza 785-4386,
Steinbach -Victoria Plaza Mall 346-1400, Thompson 50 Selkirk Avenue 677-9399, Winkler - Southland Mall 325-7536 Winnipeg Dealers: Advance Electronics 786-6541, Alcom Electronics 237-9099, Elite Communications 989-2995,
IDC Communications 254-8282 or 488-3444, Integrated Messaging 786-7630, Krahn's Audio & Video 338-0319, Planet Mobility 269-4727, Powerland Computers 237-3800, Starlite Communications 945-9555 or 945-9556, Wireless Age 832-9288, 953-1680 or 942-5118, Wireless
Odyssey 475-8664 Altona: West Park Motors 324-6494, L.A. Wiebe Radio Shack 324-6882 • Arborg: TDM Sports 376-2320 • Ashern: Ashern Hi Tech Radio Shack 768-2202 • Beausejour: Eastman. Lock & Key 268-1000 • Brandon: Cellular Communications Plus Ltd. 728-2355, Elite
Communications 571-3660, myphone.ca 571-4055 • Carberry: R.D. Ramsey 834-3201 • Carman: Elite Communications 745-3001 • FIM Flom Elite Communications 687-6500 • Gimli: Unlimited Sound 642-7173 • Killarney: Collyer Ford 523-7545 • Lac du Bonnet: The Yellow Door
345-9114 • Lundar: Goranson Electric 762-5661 • Minnedosa: True Value Hardware 867-2802 • Morden: Computer Remedies 822-4765, Pembina Valley Computers 822-3411 • Neepawa: Team Electronics 476-3636 • Oakbank: R&R Computer Services 444-4643 • Pilot
Mound: B & D Mound Service 825-2474 • Portage la Prairie: Mega Computer Services 239-6342 • Rathwell: Rathwell Hardware 749-2013 • Roblin: Roblin Floral and Gifts 937-3492 • Russell: Ronald Mobile Communications 773-3038 • St. Rose Du Lac: St. Rose Appliance
Sales 447-2705 • Steinbach: Frey Enterprises Radio Shack 326-1222 • Stonewall: TMC Distribution Ltd. 467-2350 • Swan River. Merv's Radio & TV 734-3252 • The Pas: Sound Innovations 623-7171, Shane's Music 623-5836 or 623-3858 • Virden: Kinnaird Electronics 748-3164
Waskada: Smartronics 673-2521

store or MTS Dealer for details.

Limited time offer. Conditions apply See dealer for details. Phones at prices quoted available with any new 24-month contract with a minimum $20 calling plan. Picture Messaging subject to $0.50 per picture upload fee once bonus offer expires. Video Messaging subject to $1.00 per video
upload fee once bonus offer expires. Your Phone Works Here design mark is a trademark and MTS design mark is a registered trademark of Manitoba Telecom Services Inc., both used under license. PAC-MANO 01980-2004 Namco Ltd., All Rights Reserved. Rockin Suna by Eddie Young.

